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The paper describes the Object detection and recognition along with interpretation is considered as minimum survival 
requirements to all the creatures in the world. Especially, the human beings rule the world because of their known 
interpretation survival tactics than any other animals. Automatic interpretation of objects eventually event reaction 
makes an environment a further better place to live. This paper implements a method to track and recognize the 
object in a surveillance area of the visually impaired people. In order to survive in the real world, visually impaired 
people have to be aware of the environment. Visually impaired people need some assistance in order to move from 
one place to another in day to day life. It might be in a dependent manner with the help of others or in an independent 
manner with the help of  canes , trained dogs  to guide them. In both the cases the significant objective of them is to 
detect the obstacle in front of them and avoiding it while moving. With the advent of electronic technologies self-
assistive devices are made to help them. The system should be able to report the location, distance and direction of 
items in the room such as equipment, furniture, doors and even other users. It must be a reliable system that 
minimizes the impact of installation and maintenance. A great number of benefits are realized from the 
implementation of systems, such as greater safety and eventually, better enhanced quality of life. 
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1. Introduction 
Visually Impaired people need some assistance in order to move from one place to another in day to day 
life. It might be in a dependent manner with the help of others or in an independent manner with the help of   
canes, trained dogs etc. to guide them. In both the cases the significant objective of them is to detect the 
obstacle in front of them and avoiding it while moving. With the advent of electronic technologies self-
assistive devices are made to help them. Some of the present technologies are laser cane, Sonic  mobility 
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device, handheld device, GPS device for the Blind and Ultra sound detection etc.,. Here Saliency for both 
Visual and Auditory was performed by using the Graph based Visual Saliency Method. After that both are 
combined via the associative memory and thus we can get the output of object recognition and tracking. 
From that they can identify the different objects in front of them and they can move to different places 
without anybody or any device help. The paper is organized as follows: first visual saliency map is 
explained in Section 2, followed by Proposed methodology is explained in Section 3, followed by 
extraction of early visual features in Section 4, followed by the saliency map in Section 5 and followed by 
Implementation and Experimental results in Section 6. The conclusions drawn and possible future work 
presented in Section 7.   
2.  Visual saliency map 
 The visual system is not capable of fully  processing all of the visual information that arrives at 
the eye. In order to get around the limitation, a mechanism that selects regions of interest for additional 
processing is used. This selection is done bottom-up, using saliency information, and top down, using 
cueing. The processing of visual information starts at the retina. The neurons in the retina have a center 
surround organization of their receptive fields. The shapes of these receptive fields are among others 
retina ganglion cells receptive field. These cells emphasize boundaries and edges. Further up the visual 
processing pathway is the visual cortex area V1.Here are cells that are orientation selective. These cells 
map is one of the best performing biologically plausible attention model[1][2][3].  
 
   Itti et al.[3]implemented bottom up saliency detection by modeling specific feature selective 
retina cells and cells further up the visual processing pathway. The retina cells use a center surround 
receptive field which is modeled in[2] by taking the DoG. They also model orientation selective cells 
using 2D Gabor filters. For each receptive field there is an inhibitory variant. Saliency Map is also 
defined as a topographically arranged map that represents visual saliency of a corresponding visual scene 
The Saliency Map Model is defined as Localizes salien saliency is based on 
(bottom-up) scene-based properties, reduces computation by a selection on basis of pre attentively 
computed simple features and Addresses some problems with the integration of different feature 
dimensions into a space-related map. 
 
3.  Proposed methodology 
 
 The below diagram Figure 1  is the Flow diagram of a typical model for the control of bottom-up 
The model used here (Fig. 1) builds on 
a second biologically plausible architecture, proposed by Koch and Ullman [4] and at the basis of several 
models [5], [6]. Visual input is first decomposed into a set of topographic feature maps. Different spatial 
locations then compete for saliency within each map, such that only locations which locally stand out 
from their surround can persist. All feature maps feed, in a purely bottom-up manner, into a master 
 that a 
centralized two-dimensional saliency map can provide an efficient control strategy for the deployment of 
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Figure 1. Flow diagram for Visual Saliency Map 
 
 The input image is decomposed through several pre-attentive feature detection mechanisms 
(sensitive to color, intensity, orientation), which operate in parallel over the entire visual scene. The 
 is endowed with internal dynamics which generate attentional shifts. This model 
consequently represents a complete account of bottom-up saliency and does not require any top-down 
guidance to shift attention. This framework provides a massively parallel method for the fast selection of a 
small number of interesting image locations to be analyzed by more complex and time consuming object-
recognition processes. Extending this approach -
(e.g. ,knowledge about targets to be found) was used to weight the importance of different features. Input 
is provided in the form of static color images, usually digitized at 640X480 resolution. Nine spatial scales 
are created using dyadic Gaussian pyramids [10], which progressively low-pass filter and subsample the 
input image, yielding horizontal and vertical image-reduction factors ranging from 1:1 (scale zero) to 
1:256 (scale eight) in eight octaves. -  
operations akin to visual receptive fields (Fig. 1): Typical visual neurons are most sensitive in a small 
region of the visual space (the center), while stimuli presented in a broader, weaker antagonistic region 
concentric with the center (the surround) inhibit the neuronal response. Such an architecture, sensitive to 
local spatial discontinuities, is particularly well-suited to detecting locations which stand out from their 
surround and is a general computational principle in the retina, lateral geniculate nucleus, and primary 
visual cortex [11]. Center-surround is implemented in the model as the difference between fine and coarse 
scales: The center is a pixel at scale c s = 
c + , with  -scale difference between two maps, denoted  below, is obtained by 
interpolation to the finer scale and point-by-point subtraction. Using several scales not only for c but also 
for = s - c yields truly multiscale feature extraction, by including different size ratios between the center 
and surround regions.  
 
3.1 Extraction of early visual features 
 
     With r, g, and b being the red, green, and blue channels of the input image, an intensity image I is 
obtained as I = (r + g + b)/3. I is used to create a Gaussian pyramid I( ), where [0..8] is the scale. The 
r, g, and b channels are normalized by I in order to decouple hue from intensity. However, because hue 
variations are not perceivable at very low luminance (and hence are not salient),normalization is only 
applied at the locations where I is larger than 1/10 of its maximum over the entire image (other locations 
yield zero r, g, and b). Four broadly-tuned color channels are created: R = r - (g + b)/2 for red, G = g - (r 
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+ b)/2 for green, B = b - (r + g)/2 for blue, and Y = (r + g)/2 - |r - g|/2 - b for yellow (negative values are 
set to zero). Four Gaussian pyramids R( G( ), B  and Y( ) are created from these color channels 
          I(c,s)=|I(c) I(s)|                                  ------------------   (1)        
 A second set of maps is similarly constructed for the color channels, which, in cortex, are 
represented using a so-  double-  
neurons are excited by one color (e.g., red) and inhibited by another (e.g., green), while the converse is 
true in the surround. Such spatial and chromatic opponency exists for the red/green, green/red, 
blue/yellow, and yellow/blue color pairs in human primary visual cortex [12].Accordingly, maps RG(c, s) 
are created in the model to simultaneously account for red/green and green/red double opponency (2) and 
BY(c, s) for blue/yellow and yellow/blue double opponency (3): 
                                                
        RG(c, s) = |(R(c) - G(c))  (G(s) - R(s))|          -----------------------  (2) 
 
         BY(c, s) = |(B(c) - Y(c))  (Y(s) - B(s))|           -----------------------   (3) 
 
 Local orientation information is obtained from I using oriented Gabor pyramids O( ), where 
 [0..8] represents the scale and  o, 45o, 90o, 135o} is the preferred orientation [11]. (Gabor filters, 
which are the product of a cosine grating and a 2D Gaussian envelope, approximate the receptive field 
sensitivity profile (impulse response) of orientation-selective neurons in primary visual cortex [12].) 
Orientation feature maps, O (c, s, ), encode, as a group, local orientation contrast between the center and 
surround scales: 
          O (c, s, ) = |O(C,  )  O(S, )|                     -----------------------  (4)        
In total, 42 feature maps are computed: six for intensity, 12 for color, and 24 for orientation. 
 
 3.2 The saliency map       
   
       at every location in the visual field by a 
scalar quantity and to guide the selection of attended locations, based on the spatial distribution of saliency. 
A combination of the feature maps provides bottom-up input to the saliency map, modelled as a dynamical 
neural network. One difficulty in combining different feature maps is that they represent a priori not 
comparable modalities, with different dynamic ranges and extraction. mechanisms. Also, because all 42 
feature maps are combined, salient objects appearing strongly in only a few maps may be masked by noise 
or by less-salient objects present in a larger number of maps. In the absence of top-down supervision, we 
propose a map normalization operator, N(.), which globally promotes maps in which a small number of 
strong peaks of activity (conspicuous locations) is present, while globally suppressing maps which contain 
numerous comparable peak responses. N(.). 
The following Steps are used to find the normalization: 
(1) normalizing the values in the map to a fixed range [0..M], in order to eliminate modality-dependent 
amplitude differences 
( M and computing the average m of all its other local 
maxima; and 
(3) globally multiplying the map by |M - m|2 . 
 Only local maxima of activity are considered, such that N(.) compares responses associated with 
 ous areas. Comparing the maximum 
activity in the entire map to the average overall activation measures how different the most active location 
is from the average. When this difference is large, the most active location stands out, and the map is 
strongly promoted. When the difference is small, the map contains nothing unique and is suppressed. The 
biological motivation behind the design of N(.) is that it coarsely replicates cortical lateral inhibition 
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mechanisms, in which neighbouring similar features inhibit each other via specific, anatomically defined 
connections [13]. 
 The motivation for the creation of three separate channels I , O and C , and their individual 
normalization is the hypothesis that similar features compete strongly for saliency, while different 
modalities contribute independently to the saliency map. The three conspicuity maps are normalized and 
summed into the final input S to the saliency map: 
       S= 1/3 (N( I ) + N ( O ) + N( C ))            --------------------  (5) 
Where N represents Normalization operator. 
  The three images were taken by the camera and for that images saliency detection was 
performed by using  above method for finding one particular attractive portion in an image. In this 
method, the first step is to find the three different  features  like the intensity, color and orientation and 
after that three images are used to perform the Haar transform to remove the differencing and noise in that 
images. After that for each of these featured a Gaussian scale pyramid is computed to obtain the scale 
invariant features using the receptive fields. To obtain  a real time saliency detection system, the most 
computational expensive parts are changed by using the calculation of the center surround difference. 
After that Normalization was done and by using the linear combinations all the features are combined and 
after that saliency map was formed for the three images(Different chairs and tables).After that these 
information are stored in the database manner. Then the obstacle image is compared with the image in 
memory. If match was found means then it returns the object or obstacle was found otherwise, it returns 
no match .By using this proposal method the visually impaired people can recognize and track the objects 
for their surveillance in this world. 
 
4. Implementation and Experimental results  
     
            Object tracking and recognizing is more interesting field mainly used in robotics and military 
application. An efficient transform is implemented which helps to track and recognize the object in the 
surveillance area. Especially, Visually impaired people need to find the obstacle in front of them to 
survive in this world without any one help in either independent and dependent  manner. For that the 
below diagram shows the implementation of different modules to  assist the visually impaired people to 
recognize and track the objects or obstacles in front of them and they can easily recognize the objects 
and survive in this world. By using the Itti et al method the visual saliency map was formed. After that 
the comparison was made for the saliency maps. From this the object was found and so the visually 
impaired people can find the obstacles in front of them and survive in this world without any fear or 
someone help for their basic needs.  The next Section deals with the experimental results done in 
MATLAB using Itti et al method to detect the visual saliency map and saliency map for the objects 
(Different chairs and tables ) are shown. By this Saliency attractive portion is stored in Database 
according to this saliency obstacles are detected and thus the avoidance of help from others can be 
avoided by this self assistive device. From the below figures the attractive portion in images was found 
which means the saliency map for the images ( Different chairs and tables) are shown. After this, results 
are stored in training database and the image which is to be compared is  stored in testing database.  Then 
the comparison is made between these two database to identify the correct object .  
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5. Conclusion 
 
 In this Project the Visually impaired people can detect the obstacles in front of them and survive 
in this world without anybody help. For that Several Steps are carried out. First step is the visual saliency 
detection was done as given in aim of our project. In that Linear filtering which means color, intensity, 
orientation was done and after that image pyramids was done by image reduction technique and from that 
haar transform was done and by using Difference of Gaussian and Gabor filter Center-Surround 
difference was done and from that normalization was done and from that saliency map was done by using 
the Itti koch et al method. The objects were taken and all the above are performed and comparison was 
made for that objects  by using the image processing technique in MATLAB. All images are stored in 
Database. By comparing the results of saliency map of the image produced by MATLAB with the stored 
value in the Database, object in an image can be recognized and classified correctly by using the above 
process. We can add any other easy method for detecting the objects and recognize and track it with the 
consideration of speed to find the obstacles and better accuracy can be achieved by using various method 
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